INTRODUCTION
Besides being a capital hub of nature, culture and adventure, the essence of the serene and beautiful valley,
Pokhara lies in being the leading academic centre of the nation. The fact that SAGARMATHA is a backbone to this
unique identity of Pokhara in the academic field is crystal clear to everyone in the academia.
In order to address the needs of quality education in senior secondary level in Pokhara, Sagarmatha
School was established in 2000 AD with Science stream. In response to the demands of the students and parents,
Sagarmatha extended its horizon to include Management stream in 2002 AD.
We have been able to maintain a consistent record of
progressive success in both Science and Management streams since its
inception. Our achievement is marked by the Regional Awards that we
earned in 2062, 2064 and 2065 B.S. for our outstanding results among
the private and public institutions in the Western Region under the
Higher Secondary Education Board of Nepal. And we have succeeded
to enlist our school in top ten higher secondary schools of Nepal
continuously even after 2065 BS. It has been maintaining its first
position in Western Development Region since 2062 B.S.
Stretching in an area of 16 ropanies, Sagarmatha has its own purpose-built structures amidst the greenery
of an expansive garden. Although it is located at the city area of Mahendrapool, it has amazingly tranquil
environment required for ideal academic achievement.
Guidance, counseling and instruction with effective teaching and learning activities are the core factors
for every academic institution. To impart them effectively and
purposefully, Sagarmatha possesses a team of renowned academicians
in the valley as the founders, who have the experience of more than
three decades in preparing qualified manpower for the nation. They
devote their invaluable time as full time teachers for the school. So,
students enrolled in the school are taught, and monitored closely by the
founding academicians themselves. In this sense, it is a great pleasure
for Sagarmatha, for being an inevitable component of the educational
sector in Nepal.
The prime objective of our school is to produce
quality manpower that can meet the challenges of the 21st
century. With the motto "KNOWLEDGE, CHARACTER
AND SERVICE" we aim to garner excellent academic
proficiency along with sound humanitarian attitude in
our students. The experience of different walks of life at
Sagarmatha will equip our students with confidence,
self-respect and optimism in order to convert the
difficulties of life into opportunities. Our emphasis lies on
qualitative education, career guidance, psychological
monitoring and various extra-curricular activities in a
cordial and well-disciplined environment.
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Welcome to Sagarmatha School it is
our immense pleasure to welcome you
at Sagarmatha School; the institution
run by the academicians, who have
been working continuously for more
than three decades nurturing young
minds. We are truly dedicated to
enlighten students with our guiding
principle "Knowledge, Character and Service."
As a leading provider of senior secondary
education in Nepal we believe on the education system
that helps students to realize their caliber and latent
talent for prospective career. At Sagarmatha we hope to
create an atmosphere of reverence for education and a
healthy
environment,
where
teaching-learning
activities, sports and co-curricular activities will mould
students and prepare them to be the brightest and the
best. We aim to provide our students the best possible
education with individual care in order to prepare them
for academic and practical life beyond the school. Our
record of success in the NEB results is the best in
Western Region. We are proud of our record of
academic excellence in helping students to achieve
their desired goal.
I assure that Sagarmatha, with its committed
founders with their subject expertise, professionally
trained and dedicated faculty members and excellent
academic ambience, will definitely guide you to make
your dreams come true.
Thank you,
Dhan Bahadur Thapa
Principal

CLASS SIZE AND ANNUAL INTAKE
The class size at Sagarmatha is ideal with a comfortable number of students in each
classroom. This small but spacious class size makes it possible for the students to have optimum
input from the teachers. We have an annual intake of 3 sections in Science stream and 5 sections in
Management stream respectively.
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THE FOUNDATION
SAGARMATHA is run by a team of well-experienced and qualified academicians having
decades of teaching and administrative experience. The founder team of Sagarmatha comprises of :Mr Hari Prasad Tripathee

Mr Dhan Bahadur Thapa

Mrs Sahida Shakya

M Sc.

M Sc.

M Sc.

(Chemistry)

(Mathematics)

(Botany)

Mr Dilip Kumar Sharma

Dr. Krishna Raj Adhikari

Mr Madhav Psd. Sharma

M Sc. Ed.

M Sc., PhD.

M Sc.

(Zoology)

(Physics)

(Chemistry)

FACILITIES AND RESOURCES
A big playground within a peaceful environment is available at the school to organize
various sports activities. Sporting events like Basketball, Volleyball, T.T. and Badminton competitions
are organized by the school on annual basis. The special cultural programs organized on various
occasions around the year also provide the students with an opportunity to perform in different
fields like singing, acting, dancing, etc. The school also offers extra-tutorial classes in case the
students require additional support.
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SCIENCE LABORATORY
We have well-equiped and up-to-date
science laboratories with all the reference
specimens,
equipments
and
technical
resources. Besides the regular coursework,
students get additional opportunities of
research and experiments in all their areas of
interest.

LIBRARY
Sagarmatha has a
well-managed library with
sufficient textbooks including
reference materials and other
study resources. To maintain
up-to-date references in a
wide range of fields, the library
subscribes a number of
journals,
daily,
weekly,
monthly magazines and
newspapers.

CAFETERIA
The school runs its own cafeteria
in order to provide hygienic and
nutritious snacks (Khaja) for the students.
All the students are encouraged to use
the school cafeteria, so as not to leave
the school premises during the study
hours.
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SCHOLARSHIP
Sagarmatha offers scholarships to the outstanding, disadvantaged and deserving
students. The scholarship scheme is offered to:
 SEE Board Toppers
 Sagarmatha Entrance Toppers (5 seats)
 SEE District Toppers
 Socially and economically underprivileged students, etc.
The detailed information about the eligibility criteria for scholarship scheme can be obtained from
the school administration.

TRANSPORTATION
The school has its own buses to
run along the major routes within
Pokhara valley.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE
The admission procedure for class XI consists of a written test followed by an interview.
Students with the following criteria can apply for the test:

SCIENCE:- At least B+ in English, Com. Maths, Opt. Maths & Science, and C+ in other subjects.
MANAGEMENT:- At least B in Com. Maths & English, and C+ in other subjects.
The information about enrollment of students is disseminated through national dailies and
F.M. radios. An open entrance test will be conducted as one of the major criteria for selection of the
students. Since the school enrolls only a limited number of students, only those among the
short-listed will have an access for admission.

UNIFORM
It is compulsory to put on proper school uniform.

Summer wear

Winter wear
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EXAM RESULTS IN 2075 B.S. (2018 A.D.)
Sagarmatha has been achieving outstanding results in the final examinations conducted
by National Education Board (NEB), Nepal since its establishment. The trend can be traced all the
way for the year 2075 (2018 A.D.) as well. In the final examination conducted by NEB in Grade XII, we
have the results of 97.75% (365 Students) in Science and Management achieving at least Grade D+
in each subject and are qualified for University admission. Sagarmatha has got 4th Position all over
Nepal and 1st Position in Gandaki Province.

FULL SCHOLARSHIP PAST STUDENTS’ VOICES
After I got the SEE result, I was in a huge dilemma about my further studies. Out
of a number of schools in Pokhara, I chose Sagarmatha and I got selected in a competitive
entrance test. I found the teaching learning activities of Sagarmatha really unique and
student-centred. So, I suggest aspiring learners to join Sagarmatha to make their dreams
Sailesh Chand
come true.
(Full Scholarship MBBS, BPKIHS)
Every student looks for an ideal institution that imparts quality education. It was
the same for me. Fortunately, I got selected to start my two years course in Science at
Sagarmatha. My sincere gratitude goes to the whole team of Sagarmatha School for being
a stepping stone in my career. I hope Sagarmatha will always be the perfect choice for
Dr. Amrit Poudel
SEE graduates.
(Full Scholarship MBBS, MOE)

Dr. Shishir Thapa
(Full Scholarship MBBS, Kalkata)

I found my two-year stay at Sagarmatha encouraging and motivating. I’m sure my
aspirations and prospects would come true because of well-qualified, committed and
inspiring teachers. Therefore, I recommend all the outstanding SEE graduates to become a
part of Sagarmatha.

THE SISTER WING: SAGARMATHA NIKETAN SCHOOL
In order to fulfill the need of
quality education among the
students of lower age-group,
Sagarmatha School has been
running the classes from Nursery to
Ten through its sister organization
Sagarmatha Niketan School since
2006 AD.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Mr. Hari Prasad Tripathee
Mr. Dhan Bahadur Thapa
Mrs. Sahida Shakya
Mr. Dilip Kumar Sharma
Mr. Krishna Raj Adhikari
Mr. Madhav Psd. Sharma

Chairperson
Member Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member

ADVISORY BOARD

Professor Dr. Shreedhar Lohani
Professor Dr. Birendra Singh Gurung
Professor Dr. L.N. Jha
Professor Dr. Rameshwor Prasad Adhikari
Professor Dr. I.C. Dutta
Professor Dr. Tanka Sharma

